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Chris Hernon 

 Continued Russian disinformation, doubts and conspiracy theories by the usual people, and 

newly created accounts, in Europe too 

 Suggested measures against Putin 

 Putin’s rotten Russia 

 

CityBoy  @Aikonsteve  

Moscow: UK Hiding Info on Skripal Case Hints at Likely Intel Involvement  

http://bit.ly/2JaSka8 

https://twitter.com/Aikonsteve/status/980031333199241217 

 

JC  ❤   �  #FBPE  @jclanoe  

Interesting that in #Skripal investigation, nothing has been said about mobile phones 

geolocalisation using triangulation of both him and daughter or others.. indeed spooks never use 

a phone. Proof he was still active but working for London?  

 

Adam S  @EngAdam9  

if Russia had wanted to kill Skripal, he could have had been poisoned/killed in prison between 

2006 and 2010. It looks like a Mafia thing to me! (user joined Twitter March 2018) 
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Ernst v. All  � �   @ErnstvAll  

Die Logik im Fall #Skripal (Cartoon Schwarwel) 

 
https://twitter.com/ErnstvAll/status/980031072489656320 

Tore  @potifar66 

Police went in and out of #Skripal door for 3 weeks, before they found the “nerve agent” - at the 

door. That’s really interesting . Any questions?  

https://twitter.com/ErnstvAll
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https://twitter.com/potifar66/status/979521884856471552 

 

Dan Kaszeta  @DanKaszeta 

It’s non volatile. It doesn’t leap across space or defy physics. That cop would be fine as long as 

they don’t touch it. It’s not a gas. 
 

Gracie Stable-Genius #PCPEU @GracieSamuels 

"Yulia Skripal" So is #Novichok the most potent and deadly nerve agent in the world - or what?  

https://twitter.com/DanKaszeta/status/979994119060770816 

 

Dan Kaszeta  @DanKaszeta  

If you don’t think people can survive nerve agent exposure, you are under-educated on the topic. 

Read up a bit. 

https://twitter.com/DanKaszeta/status/979993397388808192 

https://twitter.com/DanKaszeta
https://twitter.com/DanKaszeta


 

 

Suggested measures against Putin 

 

Garry Kasparov @Kasparov63   

Seeing these sentiments everywhere now about going after Putin's money to deter his 

aggression. Great, but it makes the date on these pieces I wrote after he invaded Crimea more 

painful. https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/garry-kasparov-its-time-to-stop-putin/2014/03/20/cf79d73e-b042-11e3-95e8-39bef8e9a48b_story.html … 
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Putin’s rotten Russia 

 

Ilya Lozovsky @ichbinilya   

Russian journalist Yevgeniy Levkovich has written a short post about Igor Vostrikov, the man from 

Kemerovo who lost his entire family in the shopping center fire. In a matter of days, Vostrikov has 

flipped from blaming the regime to blaming the opposition. My translation: 

 

 

https://twitter.com/ichbinilya/status/979703534722613250 

 

 

 

Business Ukraine mag  @Biz_Ukraine_Mag  

The Vory: New book by @MarkGaleotti the explores the history of the Russian mafia and the 

prominent role it plays in Putin’s hybrid war against the West 

http://bit.ly/2IeU2px 

https://twitter.com/Biz_Ukraine_Mag/status/979770184566300672 
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